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Why is Beer the perfect  
match for Food?
Now more than ever, mealtime is a pleasurable human 
experience and people are looking for ways to savour 
more.

More quality time together, more enjoyment…more taste.

Any beer lover will tell you, their beverage of choice has a 
unique, rich and complex flavours, its’ sheer versatility is 
what makes it the best compliment to any cuisine.

In fact, experts believe that beer is actually more food 
friendly than wine. While wine is made from a single 
ingredient, beer picks up flavour and aroma cues from its 
many ingredients but it also cleanses the palate which is 
something wine cannot do.

Through beer and food pairing, drinkers can enjoy their 
food even more than usual by enhancing flavours in every 
mouthful, at every mealtime.
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This is a unique approach to food and beer pairing using the 
simple 3 step process below.

• BFB explains the ‘why’ in beer and food pairing

• It allows you to explore how both beer and food can 
influence each other’s flavours.

• You will understand how carbonation and bitterness play 
a role in pairing 
and how complimentary flavours in food and beer can 
change the profile  
of the food and of the beer

• Carbonation will always cleanse, something which wine 
cannot achieve 

1.  Beer:  taste the beer and pick out its characteristics  
 - sweet, bitter, smooth etc.

2.  Food: identify the key flavours of the food.

3.  Beer: keeping the food on the palate, bring the beer  
 back in and see what happens when the two  
 meet. 

What is Beer Food Beer?
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Franciscan Well 
Chieftain IPA 

5.5% IRISH PALE ALE. CORK, IRELAND

Franciscan Well was founded on the site of an ancient 
monastery in Cork, Ireland. It was there that Chieftain IPA 
was first brewed to honour the mighty Diarmuid McCarthy 
Mór, King of South Munster, putting a taste of his power 
in your hands.

APPEARANCE: 
Copper

AROMA:  
Tropical fruits - intense flavour 
of grapefruit and mango

TASTE: 
Medium bitterness at the front, 
evenly balanced by the rich 
sweetness from the malt.

MOUTHFEEL: 
Medium-body with light 
bitterness levels

FINISH: 
Smooth, sweet and clean.   

INGREDIENTS: 
Ale Malt, Crystal Malt, Citra,  
Tettnanger and Magnum

SERVING: 
Serve 3-6°C

FOOD PAIRING: 
Typically high hop IPAs can 
be tricky to pair with food but 
Chieftain works really well with  
spicy and sweet dishes because 
of its hop and malt balance.

CLEANSE: 
Spicy Nachos

COMPLEMENTS: 
Sweet Potato Fries
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Franciscan Well 
Rebel Red 
4.3% IRISH RED ALE, CORK, IRELAND

A true son of Cork, the ‘Rebel County’, Rebel Red is proud 
to be different, to have its own opinion, its own unique taste. 
It’s always more interesting when you’re with the Rebel. 
Rebel Red is the ideal beer to introduce you to the world 
of Flavour, Character and Quality.

APPEARANCE: 
Amber 
Chestnut

AROMA: 
Light 
Fruity 
Caramel

TASTE: 
Dark Fruits

MOUTHFEEL: 
Light carbonation allows the 
balanced flavour to shine

FINISH: 
Smooth, malty with  
a hint of sweetness

INGREDIENTS: 
Irish Ale, Crystal Malt  
and Roast Barley

SERVING: 
Serve 3-6˚C

FOOD PAIRING: 
The malty dark flavours  
from Rebel Red complement  
big full-bodied flavoured 
ingredients, whilst the bitterness 
will cut through anything that  
has a sweet and savoury fusion, so 
we enjoy both profiles.

COMPLEMENTS: 
Rebel Red is perfect with  
BBQ and sticky ribs, magical  
with smoked cheese and  
real 100% beef burger.



Franciscan Well 
Pilgrims 

4.0% IRISH SESSION PALE ALE, CORK, IRELAND 

Legend has it, the waters of our Franciscan Well brewery have 
drawn the curious since the Middle Ages for its ‘miraculous 
and curative’ properties. Like the Pilgrims of the day, we’ve 
gone against the grain of convention to create the perfect Pale 
Ale that is full of flavour and character. From our progressive 
brewers to our beer drinkers, the Well inspires a passion for 
quality Irish beer.

APPEARANCE: 
Mix of light amver to rich golden

AROMA: 
Hints of light citrus and mandarin 
fruit

TASTE: 
Light sweetness with a balanced 
level of bitterness.

MOUTHFEEL: 
Light to medium body

FINISH: 
Balanced fruity bitterness with a 
clean fresh finish.

INGREDIENTS: 
Malts - Pale, Neloanoidin, Vienna; 
Hops - Amarillo, Simcoe, Centennial

SERVING: 
Serve 3-6˚C

FOOD PAIRING: 
BBQ Chicken.

COMPLEMENTS: 
Artisan meats
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Here at Franciscan Well, we’ve always done our own thing. 
We’ve blended three hops and four malts to create Archway, 
a lager that’s exceptional in both substance and flavour. 
Perfect for lovers of great beer experiences, it’s beautifully 
balanced, accessible but distinctive and immediately fulfilling 
from that first, smooth sip.

Archway Lager
4.0% IRISH LAGER, CORK, IRELAND

APPEARANCE

Clear 
Golden Body

AROMA 
Light Hop, Pear  
and Malt Sweetness

TASTE 
Fresh Malt Sweetness 
Balanced 
Hop Bite

MOUTHFEEL 
CO2 Up Front 
Smooth at the Back 
Malt Body

FINISH 
Pronounced  
Malt, Hopped Aromas, Balanced, 
Light Lingering Finish

INGREDIENTS: 
Saaz and Centenial 
Hops, Pale, Munich and 
Vienna Malts.

SERVING: 
Serve 3-5°C

FOOD PAIRING: 
Sweet and spicy chicken wings, 
beef burgers with cheese and 
caramelised bacon
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Molson Canadian 

4.0% AMERICAN STYLE LAGER

Molson Canadian is Canada’s iconic and internationally award winning 
beer. And for good reason - it simply tastes like no other; crisp, 
refreshing and full bodied, Molson Canadian definitely appeals to the 
discerning Irish palate.

Canada’s iconic and internationally award winning beer.  
Launched in Canada in 1959. Ireland marks the first official  
launch outside of North America.

APPEARANCE 
Light, golden

AROMA 
Light malty sweetness

TASTE 
Refreshing malt flavour

MOUTHFEEL 
Light, malty, subtle hop bitterness

FINISH 
Refreshing, light, malty, sweetness

INGREDIENTS: 
Malted Barley, Wheat, Hops

SERVING: 
Serve at 2-5˚C

FOOD PAIRING: 
The carbonation and light  
taste work well with light 
flavoured dishes.

COMPLEMENTS: 
Light fish or chicken dishes 
Summer fruits
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Miller Genuine Draft 

4.7% AMERICAN LAGER

Miller Genuine Draft is the smooth, refreshing, great looking beer…

Because the unique 4X Cold-Filtering process produces a beautiful 
golden lager of incredible smoothness and refreshment.

The brewers at Miller sought a way to capture the great taste of draft 
beer in a bottle. They developed the revolutionary ‘4X Cold-Filtration 
process’ thereby preserving the smooth, refreshing flavour of the 
freshest draft beer.

APPEARANCE 
Clear, golden

AROMA 
Clean fresh grain, gentle hop

TASTE:  
Fresh grain, fruity, clean

MOUTHFEEL:  
Easy drinking

FINISH:  
Malty sweet and slight bitter,  
a dry finish

INGREDIENTS: 
Barely, Corn and the same  
yeast Frederick Miller brought 
from Germany in 1854

SERVING: 
Serve at 2 - 6˚C

FOOD PAIRING: 
The lightly fruity, slightly sweet 
flavour means that this beer 
pairs well with soft cheeses, or 
light flavoured dishes, while the 
bubbles will cleanse the palate 

CLEANSE:  
Breaded mozzarella sticks 

COMPLEMENTS: 
Tempura battered prawns
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Blue Moon
5.4% BELGIAN-STYLE WHEAT ALE 
COLORADO, USA

Unfiltered, naturally cloudy – made with malted barley, malted wheat 
and rolled oats, flavoured with coriander and orange zest –  
inspired by traditional Belgian wheat beers.

APPEARANCE 
Golden cloudy  
and unfiltered

AROMA 
Balanced orange and spiciness 
Subtle sweetness

TASTE 
Zesty orange and wheat spiciness

MOUTHFEEL 
Smooth and creamy

FINISH 
Crisp finish with little after taste

INGREDIENTS: 
Malted barley, malted 
wheat, rolled oats,  
US hops, coriander,  
orange peel

SERVING: 
Serve at 3–7°C

Always serve in a branded  
Blue Moon glass with a  
“Full Moon” slice of orange

FOOD PAIRING: 
Creamy, spicy or fruity food

COMPLEMENTS: 
Chocolate and Orange Desserts 

Grilled Shrimp 
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Staropramen 
5.0% CZECH PILSNER. PRAGUE, CZECH REPUBLIC

A premium lager from golden Prague, brewed with love and passion for 
nearly 150 years. Its ambition has always been to appeal to beer lovers 
with it’s unique appetising, rounded taste.

APPEARANCE 
Golden, clear,  
mid-carbonation

AROMA 
Fine hoppy, slight-fruity tones

TASTE 
Refreshing, well-balanced 
bitterness, malty

MOUTHFEEL 
Medium-bodied

INGREDIENTS: 
100% Czech malt,  
Czech Saaz and  
German Hallertau hops,  
Czech yeast.

SERVING: 
Serve at 2-6°C

Always serve in a  
branded Staropramen  
‘pint mug’ with handle.

FOOD PAIRING: 
Staropramen pairs well to  
all types of meat, especially  
pork, beef and lamb.

COMPLEMENTS: 
Pork Chops with Apple Sauce

Steak Stew with  
Winter Vegetables
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Pravha
4% CZECH PILSNER, PRAGUE – CZECH REPUBLIC 

Pravha is a premium lager that has all the iconic flavour and gentle 
bitterness of a high quality Czech pilsner, but is unexpectedly crisp, 
light and refreshing. Born out of 150 years of Staropramen brewing 
history and expertise, Pravha represents the unexpected side of Prague 
where there’s often something new and exciting going on underneath 
the timelessly beautiful surface of the city

APPEARANCE 
Pale gold

AROMA 
Sweet hints of malt and hop spice

TASTE 
Light sweetness, hint of caramel

MOUTHFEEL 
Medium light fresh

FINISH 
Balanced finish, with light 
lingering hop

INGREDIENTS: 
Malted barley, Czech Saaz hops

SERVING: 
Serve at 2-4°

FOOD PAIRING: 
Lighter meats such as chicken 
and pork. 

COMPLEMENT: 
Pork chops with apple sauce

IRELAND
WINNER
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Pravha 
4.0% CZECH PILSNER. PRAGUE, CZECH REPUBLIC

Pravha is a premium lager that has all the iconic flavour and gentle 
bitterness of a high quality Czech pilsner, but is unexpectedly crisp, 
light and refreshing. Born out of 150 years of Staropramen brewing 
history and expertise, Pravha represents the unexpected side of 
Prague where there’s often something new and exciting going on 
underneath the timelessly beautiful surface of the city

APPEARANCE 
Pale gold

AROMA 
Sweet hints of malt and hop 
spice

TASTE 
Light sweetness, hint of 
caramel

MOUTHFEEL 
Medium light fresh

INGREDIENTS: 
Malted barley, Czech Saaz hops

SERVING: 
Serve at 2-4°C

FOOD PAIRING: 
Lighter meats such as chicken 
and pork. 

COMPLEMENTS: 
Pork chops with apple sauce
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Cobra 
4.3% COBRA

Cobra is a premium World Beer from India which appeals to World 
Beer drinkers who are looking for quality, differentiated and stylish 
products.

Cobra’s complex brewing process delivers a smooth sophisticated 
beer which creates a premium drinking experience.

APPEARANCE 
Golden, clear,  
low-carbonation

AROMA 
Smooth and malty

TASTE 
Malty sweetness then  
smooth bitterness

MOUTHFEEL 
Easy drinking

FINISH 
Smooth, light bitterness

INGREDIENTS: 
Malted Barley, Rice, Maize, 
Herkules Hops And Hallertau 
Hersbrucker Pure Hop Oil.

SERVING: 
Serve at 3-5˚C

FOOD PAIRING: 
Malty sweet flavours  
which complement spiced or 
complex flavoured dishes.

COMPLEMENTS: 
Shrimp Creole

CUT: 
Piri Piri Chicken 
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DUVEL 
8.5% Belgian Golden Ale

Duvel is a natural beer with a subtle bitterness, a refined flavour and 
a distinctive hop character. The unique brewing process, which takes 
about 90 days, guarantees a pure character, delicate effervescence 
and a pleasant sweet taste of alcohol.

Thanks to its surprisingly high alcohol content (8.5 %), enormous 
head, fine effervescence and silky smooth feel in the mouth, Duvel 
stands out clearly from other Belgian beers.

APPEARANCE 
Straw, Cloudy

AROMA 
Soft spices, clove and vanilla 
- tickles the nose with an 
element of citrus/grapefruit

TASTE 
Subtle malt with dark fruits and 
a peppery spice.

MOUTHFEEL 
Medium body with with a little 
heat

FINISH 
Smooth with a light sweetness.

INGREDIENTS: 
Water, aromatic Slovenian and 
Czech hops, malt and yeast 
(of Scottish origin). 

SERVING: 
Serve at 5-8˚C

FOOD PAIRING: 
Belgian Golden Ales are quite 
versatile when it comes to 
food. They can work with both 
subtle and big flavours.

CLEANSE: 
Chicken and pesto pasta.

CUT: 
Rich cheese like Brie 
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Aspall Draught 
5.5% DRAUGHT CYDER SUFFOLK, ENGLAND

Draught was created to celebrate 275 years of cider making  
by 8th generation brothers Barry and Henry ChevallierGuild.  
Our most successful product on draught, and the number one  
premium draught cider brand in the UK.

APPEARANCE 
Light, clear, straw

AROMA 
Floral, apple aroma with a 
lovely mouth filling mousse 
and delicate flavour of fresh 
pressed apples

TASTE 
Both fruity and thirst 
quenching, it is a dry cyder 
with a complexity that 
enhances its long finish

MOUTHFEEL 
Dry with light, sweet mouthfeel

FINISH 
An off-dry cider with a 
complexity that enhances 
its long finish

FOOD PAIRING: 
Lovely with sweet & sour pork, 
balti and bhuna mild curries, 
chicken with tomato & sweet 
red peppers, and Bramley 
apple pie

KEY FACTS: 
Draught is Aspall’s fastest 
growing brand in the Off Trade. 

No.1 Super Premium Draught 
and Packaged Cyder in the On 
Trade.
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Rekorderlig Cider 
4% FRUIT CIDER VIMMBERY, SWEDEN

Born in Sweden, Rek-order-lig (as it pronounced) was a labour of  
love of Swedish married couple Anders and Helén and their friend 
Hakån, nearly 20 years ago.

Today, Rekorderlig cider is a truly global brand enjoyed throughout  
the world. Bringing a taste of Sweden to the UK.

BOTTLED  
REKORDERLIG 500ml: 
Strawberry-Lime 
Wild Berries 
Mango-Raspberry 
Passionfruit

FOOD PAIRING: 
Rekorderlig Strawberry-Lime 
cider perfectly embodies a 
Swedish summer with the 
authentic flavour of freshly picked 
strawberries. It is perfect served 
cold over ice with a squeeze of 
lime and a sprig of fresh mint.

COMPLEMENTS: 
Balsamic Chicken

CLEANSE: 
Berry Cheesecake 
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NO & LOW

Cobra Zero 
 
The Cobra master brewers have used all their creativity and  
experience to make Cobra Zero an alcohol-free beer with the  
same smooth, rounded taste and characteristics you would  
expect from the Cobra family. 

Bavaria 0.0% 
 
The world’s first alcohol free beer, with 0.0% alcohol in the 
brewing process and 0.0% alcohol in the bottle. Bavaria 0.0% 
undergoes an exceptional brewing process that ensures no 
alcohol is created at any point during the brewing process.




